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“Get out your white suit, your tap shoes and tails 
Let’s go backwards when forward fails” 

  - Everything Old is New Again by Peter Allen 

 
There can be several interpretations of the above lyrics and their relevance (or lack thereof) to the 

current world economic conditions.  My interpretation is that the European Central Bank and the US 

Federal Reserve continue to tell us that they will keep dancing until the audience starts clapping.  In the 

third quarter, major equity markets rallied across the boards, in what may best be described as a relief 

rally from the ominous market tone of the 2nd quarter.  This rally was fueled by aggressive, obscenely 

loose monetary policy, and the promise of more to come from the world’s central bankers, and was 

met with polite applause by investors. 

 

“A riddle, wrapped in a mystery, inside an enigma…” 

- Winston Churchill, 1939 
 

Winston Churchill was describing Russian foreign policy of the late ’30s, but this quote could easily apply 

to the monetary policy of the world central banks today.  World economies are weak, and the risk of a 

double-dip recession is significant.  Governmental balance sheets and income statements are appalling.  

Corporations aren’t spending for fear that they will get no return on their risk capital.  In the face of this 

frightening stagnation, the central bankers have assumed a “whatever it takes” approach to stimulus, 

releasing greenbacks and euros into the system as fast as the ink will dry.  In short, they are attempting 

to “de-risk” capital deployment by making the banking game almost impossible to lose.  However, how 

does decimating government balance sheets encourage private sector growth?  How do you convince 

the public that printing money with reckless abandon, which is clearly inflationary in nature, will not 

eventually cause rampant inflation this time?     

 

“Been Down So Long It Looks Like Up To Me.” 

- Richard Farina 1966 
 

The above is a title from a classic counter-culture novel from the ‘60s, that I’m happy to unapologetically 

hijack to describe current market conditions.  US stocks are heading into the fourth quarter of the year 

surprisingly close to all-time highs as the Federal Reserve’s efforts to pump money into the financial 

system are keeping asset prices afloat. In July, mixed US economic signals, including contracting 

manufacturing activity, slowing GDP numbers, and softening inflation led many investors to believe that 

the Federal Reserve would announce a third round of quantitative easing, which it did later in the 

quarter on September 13th. The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed the quarter up 5.0% (up 12.2% 

year-to-date) at 13,437, shouting distance from the all-time closing high of 14,164 in 2007. The S&P 500 

had an even better quarter, climbing 6.4% and pushing the year-to-date return up to 16.4%.  In late July, 

the European Central Bank announced that it will do “whatever it takes” to protect the Euro. 

International markets, as measured by the MSCI EAFE Index, gained 6.9% this quarter (10.1% YTD), 

aided in part by a weakening US dollar. Emerging Markets did even better, climbing 7.7% over the past 

three months, and up 12.0% for the year. Within the bond market, high yield debt was the best 
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performer as the “risk-on” trade was back. The Barclays US Corporate High Yield Index finished the 

quarter up 4.5% (12.1% YTD), while the Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index advanced 1.6%, or 4.0% for 

the year. Commodities rallied, finishing the three-month period up 9.7%, moving year-to-date returns 

into the black. REITs continued their rally and rose 5.5%. REITs are now up 21.6% year-to-date and are 

by far the best performing asset class in 2012. CPI ticked up 70 basis points this quarter.  

 

“Rallies climb a wall of worry.” 

- Unknown 

 
If this old Wall Street adage is true, I wonder what a “mountain of worry” will begat?  On August 7th, 

Bob Pisani, who is in my view the best reporter on CNBC, called this “The most hated stock rally in 

history.”  I would agree.  Retail investors are hiding in cash; worried about their jobs, the election, the 

US deficit and national debt, Southern European nations, Iran, Afghanistan, and the mother of all 

worries, the dreaded “Fiscal Cliff.”   

 

Gregory Warren of Morningstar reported on September 24th that August marked the 18th straight 

month of outflows from US stock funds.  Additionally, he noted that 2012 outflows were on pace to 

match last year’s $97 billion in redemptions, which was the second highest of all time, behind the $115 

billion redeemed in 2008.  Doing a little work of my own, I can report that during this same 18-month 

period, the S&P 500 and the Dow Jones Industrial Average advanced 9.4% and 11.5%, respectively.  Not 

too shabby.  On a less scientific note, as someone who spends his days talking with bright, successful, 

wealthy individuals, I cannot remember the last time I spoke to someone who was bullish on 

stocks.  If investor sentiment is truly a reliable reverse indicator as is generally believed, then this rally 

in equities may not be over. 

 

This bearish sentiment is not only confined to the private client market.  The “experts” are bearish on 

equities as well.  Below is data published by Merrill Lynch which tracks Wall Street strategists’ 

recommended equity allocation.  This is also recognized as a reliable contra-indicator. 

 
MERRILL LYNCH SELL-SIDE INDICATOR – October 1, 2012 

 
Source: Merrill Lynch 

Merrill Lynch’s Equity & Quant Strategist, Savita Subramanian, notes that Wall Street is still excessively bearish, and that this remains a 

reliable contrarian indicator:  The Sell Side Indicator is based on the average recommended equity allocation of Wall Street strategists as 

of the last business day of each month. We have found that Wall Street’s consensus equity allocation has historically been a reliable 

contrary indicator. In other words, it has historically been a bullish signal when Wall Street was extremely bearish, and vice versa.  
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JOBS and HOUSING: a little good news?  Housing is improving…not just in certain regions, but 

everywhere.  Building permits are perhaps the leading indicator of trends in residential housing.  The 

below data is pretty self-explanatory.  

  

 
 

Employment is up.  On October 5th, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reported that in September, US 

unemployment decreased .3% to 7.8% and total non-farm employment increased by 114,000.  This 

followed their October 3rd release which stated that across the US, August jobless rates decreased year-

over-year in 325 out of 372 metro areas, and payroll jobs increased in 274 out of 325.  No matter how 

you spin it, the unemployment picture is improving, at least for the moment. 

 

OUR OUTLOOK 

 

Unfortunately, I would best describe our outlook as being driven by an extreme lack of clarity, both 

here and abroad.  However, here is what we know for sure; 

 China’s economy is slowing down, and doing so rapidly. 

 The European solution seems to be that the spendthrift Southern European nations are being at 

least partially back-stopped by their rich Uncle Germany. 

 US Congress will remain paralyzed through the November election, and probably into 2013.  

We will either dive over the “Fiscal Cliff” or more likely, Congress, in the ultimate act of 

cowardice, will vote to postpone all the Cliff’s draconian changes until a later date. 

 In spite of the uncontrolled printing of money by the Fed, interest rates will remain low for the 

next several years due to powerful and purposeful manipulation by the central banks. 
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OUR PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

 

 We are maintaining neutral asset class weights as attractive equity valuations and world 

corporate/private citizen deleveraging are partially offset by slowing world growth. We are 

committed global investors, but have been underweight Europe.  During the past quarter, we 

increased our European weighting to neutral, in response to the aforementioned commitment 

from Germany to support the European Union.  We have been overweight Growth, which has 

been a good place to be.  As of last week, we have narrowed this overweight, by increasing our 

exposure to Value. 

 We seek to identify areas with better valuation and/or growth prospects with acceptable risk, 

such as convertible bonds, hedge funds and distressed assets.   

 Increasing allocation to spread products in fixed income as the Fed’s commitment to low rates 

has extended indefinitely.  Reduce government exposure and add to credit and non-agency 

mortgage-backed securities.  We have held a significant position in High Yield debt which has 

provided excellent results on both a yield and total return basis.  However, though the spread 

to Treasuries remains attractive, the yield-to-worst levels on High Yield debt have dropped 

approximately 400bps over the last couple of years as prices of existing debt have increased, and 

rates on new issues have dropped commensurately.    Additionally, with huge investor demand 

for High Yield (net inflows into high yield mutual funds for 21 of the last 22 months) we are 

concerned that the High Yield rally has gotten too frothy.  Accordingly, we are reducing or 

eliminating our exposure to this asset class, subject, of course, to tax considerations.   

 

THEMES 

 

 Invest in scarcity.  We continue to seek yield in a low/no yield world, investing in credit, 

commodities and dividend-producing stocks.   

 Find opportunities in previously underperforming markets (Ex: Eurozone, Value). 

 Global corporate/private citizen deleveraging will have a widespread impact.  Understand where 

countries are in the deleveraging cycle, with the US currently ahead of Europe.  Seek low 

leverage and emphasize high quality companies and creditor countries. 
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